EXPECTATION FROM THE WORKSHOP
Country

Name of participant

What is your expectation from this workshop?

Were your expectations met?

Cook Islands

Mr Tuaine Junior UNUIA

Share problems and solutions to it

Mr Dennis HEATHER

Ms Mereia WAQA

Learn from other Customs Officials, resolve challenges on stats
and IT
Gain more knowledge of PTA ‐ preferences, and how best to
solve issues and challenges, improve consolidation of stats
reports
Learn about the various Trade Agreemeeents, improve trade
reporting
Learn about PTA

Was able to share problems and learn from what different
countries are doing.
Was able to learn and collaborate on the process of capturing
trade data.
Gained knowledge on PTA. Hands on compilation of MSG tables
resolved issues and challenges faced in compiling stats reports.

Pritish
Mr Tekaie ITITAAKE

Opportunity to find new improvements to data

Fiji Islands

Miss Radhika KUMAR

Ms Veenita DEVI

Kiribati

Ms Niibo IARURU
Mrs Bwereia IENIMANGO
Nauru
Papua New Guinea

Mrs Trixi THOMA
Mr Henao KARI

Samoa
Solomon Islands

Mrs Rachael VELE
Mr Sition SUVULO
Mrs Toeseanuupotopoto TAUTALAGIA
Mr Henry RISONI

Tonga

Mrs Ana Malia KAMA
Mr Isaac Mburu NDUNGU
Mr Felemi IKA

Tuvalu

Mr Usaia LOLOMANAIA
Ms 'Eva 'i Mahinafekite LIAVA'A
Ms Grace ALAPATI

Vanuatu

Mrs Anna TAVOA
Mr Frederick TANGA
Early departure

Improve data collection and compiling
Build capacity on data collection in particular those relating to
trade and PTA
Option or assistance in country and data
Better understanding, improving data capturing, upgrading data
collection
To be able to compile statistics on PTA
Improve data on trade
Share, observe and learn from workshop
Learn from experience from other coutries on their data
collation, trade peer experience
Learn more on data compilation and learn from other countries
experience
Leverage on trade stats on improving Tongas trade
competitiveness, utilising to further trade development
Learn more on internatioanal trade, form policy based on trade
stats
Gain further knowledge on trade stats
0bserve and learn from IMTS, to help with policy
How to enhance the value of IMTS to meet requirements of
stakeholders under PTAs
Gain more knowledge and understanding on PTAs, know what
different PTAs and discuss issues on identification of goods
Learn more on PTAs and improving data

Learnt about PTA. Group exercises were useful. I will now go back
and complete the tables on PTA.
Learnt about PTA. Increased awareness of Customs operations at
the border.
Workshop provided a good learning opportunity.
Learnt the importance of data for the compilation of statistics:
good quality data should be given to statistics, otherwise it will be
a case of "rubbish in rubbish out".
Acknowledge the chance to attend the workshop. Learnt about
PTAs and the importance of data.
Learnt a lot.
Very thankful for the workshop.
Gained skills and knowledge. Learnt about rocedure and process.
Learnt about PTAs.
Knowledge sharing was valuable.
First time to learn about PTAs.

Learnt about PTAs. More confident now ‐ will be able to contibute
to the work at the Ministry.
Learnt the imortance of Customs data access.
Learnt about PTAs.
Panel discussion was a highlight. Need an Environment like the
ABS.
Knowledge on PTA was a bonus. More clarity on processes and
procedures gained.
Learnt a lot.

